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Introduction
One undisputed fact concerning the 2014 election cycle is that the “green” movement,
more specifically groups such as the Sierra Club, dedicated to fighting climate change/global
warming through anti-energy policies, ran their “largest electoral program ever” and lost.
“We are poised to make, by far, the biggest investment we’ve ever made in elections,” as
one senior “green” executive put it. 1 The overarching goal of these groups was to “mak(e)
climate change part of the conversation.” 2 Indeed, spending by the League of Conservation
Voters (LCV) alone increased five-fold from the 2010 midterms, from approximately $5 million
to approximately $25 million.3 This is also up significantly from the 2012 Presidential election,
when LCV spent only $15 million. One of the biggest spenders this past cycle, NextGen
Climate, was not even in existence in past election cycles.4 The largest and most visible groups,
counting only money directly spent on electioneering, bragged about spending upwards of $85
million dollars for the midterms.5 It was likely larger if you were to include other forms of
indirect spending and smaller groups with similar ideological outlooks and backgrounds, or that
were created to appear independent but merely served to allow the funder the opportunity to
spend more than the rules otherwise allow. Over $40 million of this targeted specific races for
the U.S. Senate,6 with the explicit goal of maintaining Democratic control of the Senate.7 The
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explicit desire of these “Green” groups was to demonstrate that their issues, climate change in
particular, was an electoral winner. “We want 2014 to be a pivot year for climate—the year we
can demonstrate that you can use climate change as a wedge issue to win in political races,” said
Chris Lehane, a longtime Democratic political consultant who became NextGen Climate’s chief
strategist.8
That didn’t happen. The green spending monsoon didn’t yield much in terms of electoral
victories. In terms of the Senate races, the greens spent heavily on six races, winning only two.
Even in the cases of the two victories, there were important qualifiers. In one case, the “Green”
endorsed candidate only won after refuting the charge that she supported a carbon tax.9 In the
other case, the race was never truly competitive. The greens didn’t do a whole lot better in races
for Governor, the House of Representatives, or even state legislatures. The “greens” bet big on
the 2014 mid-terms and lost almost every major race they invested in.
Yet it is already apparent that this defeat is not considered permanent by the greens. The
day after the election, Elizabeth Thompson, president of the Environmental Defense Action Fund
said that, “Yesterday was not a referendum on climate or rejection of environmental protections
that Americans overwhelmingly support.”10 Her belief is not unique amongst the leaders of the
well-moneyed “green” movement. What’s more, the “green” movement intended this effort to
build awareness and infrastructure for future campaigns. The money all but certainly didn’t all
evaporate on TV ads. Tony Kreindler, senior director for communications at the Environmental
Defense Fund (EDF), was explicit on this point, “We’re very much taking the long view
here…It’s going to take a long time to shift the politics and get politicians at the federal level reengaged.”11
This massive, unprecedented expenditure on behalf of “green” groups is new to the
political scene. Its impact on the electorate, and future implications, deserve some serious
analysis and discussion. This report will examine the money spent by greens this cycle, how it
compares to previous cycles, what effects it had, what messages were used, and what it means
going forward. Of course, “greens” are famously opaque, and it is hard to predict the future.
But there is a lot we can learn from what has happened, and a lot of available information gives
us insight into what is likely to happen next.
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Background
A Brief History of “Green” Spending
While concern about preservation of natural wonders and concern about pollution is as
old as human civilization, the modern green movement can probably be traced back to the life of
John Muir. Muir, a contemporary of Henry David Thoreau, was primarily concerned with the
preservation of open wilderness space, and is known as the “Father of National Parks” for his
enthusiasm for wilderness preservation and role in passing the 1890 National Parks Bill, and for
his role in founding the Sierra Club, which was originally a club for hiking and camping
enthusiasts.12
Yet in the words of philosopher Eric Hoffer, “Every great cause begins as a movement,
becomes a business, and eventually degenerates into a racket.” Indeed, the club Muir founded,
one of the flagship “green” organizations, bares little resemblance to the ragtag group of
mountaineers Muir assembled all those years ago.
Sierra Club, and its many allied
organizations, is now a big business that primarily employs people in San Francisco, Washington
D.C. and other big cities. Muir’s ideas of preserving tracts of untouched land for future
enjoyment and recreation, something most Americans enthusiastically support, is increasingly
seen by modern “greens” as being out of touch with what they see as more important priorities.
Instead, many modern “greens”, such as said Jon Christensen, a historian with the University of
California, Los Angeles' Institute of Environment and Sustainability, claim that, “Muir's legacy
has to go…It’s just not useful anymore,” as Muir was unconcerned with issues such as
population growth, urban sprawl, demographic shifts, smaller parks in cities, and climate
change.13
Indeed, far from being outdoorsman who spend most of their time deep in wilderness
areas, big business is the only way to describe the modern “green” movement. For example, take
Muir’s legacy, the Sierra Club: Not only does the modern day Sierra Club’s budget run nearly
$100 million a year according to most recent available data, it is increasingly funded by
industries that want to use their activism to damage competitor industries, such as natural gas,14
or other “green” energy business interests.15 In other words, as the greens have become a big
12
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business, and in so doing, they have become much like any other big business, seeking their own
interests and the interests of those that support them, their altruistic founding aside. They are
different from other interest group lobbyists in Washington DC only in terms of how they file
their taxes, not in substance.
It is important to keep this in mind when thinking about how these “green” groups have
been spending their money. This is especially true as spending by the “greens” on elections has
ramped up substantially over the last few cycles. No longer a small collection of people trying to
attract attention to their issues, the “green” lobby is now every bit as big of a major player in
electoral politics as explicitly for-profit industries, and bigger than many.
The expansion of the “green” movement in terms of their direct spending on elections is
dramatic. In 1994, total “green” spending on elections was shy of $2 million dollars.16 This
trend actually went downward for several cycles, then inched back up, and only took a noticeable
jump in 2004, when “greens” spent about $3.4 million.17 But even this was a relatively modest
bump compared to what has happened in the past few cycles. In 2008, spending was clearly
going up relatively to previous cycles, reaching about $5.5 million, and a slight down-tick for the
2010 mid-terms, which yielded about $5 million in election spending.18 Yet nothing matched the
dramatic increase that came next.
The 2012 Presidential election cycle saw a record $17 million spent by “green”
environmental groups.19 This amounted to more than triple what they had spent in the previous
election cycle. But what was truly shocking was just how much was spend in the 2014 midterms. Historically, spending would go down during a mid-term election. Instead, it skyrocketed
to about $85 million dollars, a five-fold increase.20 To put this massive number in perspective,
the defense industry spent just shy of $24 million dollars in 2014.21 Indeed, the “green” groups
spent nearly matches the amount of money spent by all of the players in the energy/natural
resources industries combined, which spent about $96 million.22
If it strikes you as odd that industries that generate billions of dollars of revenue are
roughly at parity with those who are supposedly merely lobbying for responsible extraction and
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use of such materials, it should. 23 More than anything else, it should demonstrate that the
modern “green” movement is not run by altruistic mountain climbers and hikers. It is a big
business intent on seeking its own self-interest. It should be thought of accordingly, and not
given any special seat at the table. However, it is precisely the fact that “green” groups are being
given a special seat at the table that all of this spending is happening in the first place.
Reasons for the Spending Binge
The seeds for this massive increase of spending on the part of the “green” movement can
be traced back to a major Supreme Court case, Massachusetts v. EPA. In Massachusetts v. EPA,
the United States Supreme Court ruled, in a 5-4 opinion, that EPA has the authority to establish
regulatory standards for greenhouse gasses as “pollutants” under the Clean Air Act.24 Nothing
required the EPA to regulate greenhouse gasses, however, and initially, under the so-called
“Johnson Memo,” which laid out EPA policy in light of Massachusetts v. EPA, it did not do so.
However, that was during the Bush Administration. When Barack Obbama was elevated to the
Presidency, things changed substantially.
Previously, when President Obama was still Candidate Obama, he gave an important
interview to The San Francisco Chronicle. In this interview, he said that while his energy plan
would not technically outlaw coal as an energy source, under his plan, “If someone wants to
build a new coal-fired power plant they can, but it will bankrupt them because they will be
charged a huge sum for all the greenhouse gas that’s being emitted.”25 Needless to say, this sort
of extreme statement was new to the national stage. Coal produces roughly 40% of all electricity
in America and 20% of all of our energy consumption.26 While coal is not the only producer of
carbon dioxide, the most prevalent “greenhouse gas,” it has become the primary boogieman of
the “green” movement, in spite of the fact that carbon dioxide in and of its self is not only
harmless, but necessary for life.
While the Obama, first as a candidate then as President, has repeatedly tried to walk back
on this statement, insisting he’s not waging a “War on Coal” in spite of evidence to the contrary.
However, other statements by senior Obama Administration EPA officials have echoed these
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comments at various times. 27 Moreover, the Obama EPA has relentlessly pursued heavily
regulating greenhouse gasses from the very first day of his administration. As discussed in more
detail in a previous E&E Legal report, overturning the “Johnson Memo” and regulating carbon
dioxide became the obsession of Obama-era EPA Administration officials from the instant they
walked in the door, a feat that was made official in late 2009.28 Since then, ever increasing
regulations on greenhouse gasses, but particularly (but not exclusively) on coal, has been EPA’s
myopic obsession, with more and more draconian rules being promulgated as the Obama
Administration goes forward with their agenda, regardless of what happens in Congress.
These rules have the duel effect, both of shrinking the metaphorical energy “pie” while
greatly increasing the share of the “pie” that would go to particular energy sector actors, such as
natural gas, solar, wind and other forms of “green” energy that could not otherwise compete with
fossil fuels in an open marketplace. In other words, while there is a large net economic loss,
there is a lot of money to be made for those who wind up in the “right” politically favored
industries.29
But whether it is old-fashioned rent-seeking or altruism by people who believe in the
apocalyptic claims of some in the “green” movement concerning climate change, or more likely
a mix of both actors, the simple truth of the matter is that this is the “greens” moment, and they
will do anything to seize it. Indeed, the Obama Administration’s senior political appointees at
the EPA are stacked with former “green” group members. E&E Legal’s research of all available
information reveals that there is no member of EPA’s appointed political leadership that has any
significant experience in the private sector, in union leadership, or even as a former elected
official. All senior political appointees at EPA are either career bureaucrats, or former “green”
group activists.30
Perhaps even more important is the fact that even at the height of the Obama
Administration’s power, it could not pass the so-called “Cap and Trade” law through Congress to
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accomplish similar ends.31 In other words, while this agenda has the support of a lot of moneyed
interests as well as the fanatical devotion of some activists, it does not command the public
support necessary to implement it through Congress, or anything close to it. However, since the
“greens” and their allies have a friend in the White House and because of him, friends at the
EPA, coupled with friendly court rulings, they can achieve much of the same thing through
administrative regulations. However, as any first-year law student could tell you, regulations
promulgated by one Administration can be undone by the next one, and they are more vulnerable
to legal challenge as being beyond the authority of the agency. Thus, the gains the “greens” have
made may be temporary. Congressional hostility to many of these regulations has been clear for
years, 32 and numerous bills have been introduced and even passed through the House of
Representatives, that would repeal or neuter the Obama Administration’s regulations.33 Thus,
the “greens” and their allies best bet is to entrench these regulations and eliminate any
constituency that would fight too hard to undo them, before the circumstances change.
Beyond that, the full consequences of these rules, and both the science and law behind
them, is highly suspect. Indeed, as shown by a recent Senate investigation, some very
foundational rules that make up EPA’s regulatory scheme have since been revealed to be based,
not only on a misinterpretation of science, but in some cases science that never existed or is
unrepeatable. 34 Legally, some of these rules not only face scrutiny in terms of potential
executive overreach, but also in terms of the rules EPA is required to follow in order to enact
them. For example, in order to mandate carbon capture and storage technology (CCS), the EPA
must demonstrate that it is commercially viable.35 However, the only project that currently uses
31
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this technology is heavily subsidized by the Government, which is illegal under a law passed by
Congress in 2005.36 This is just one example. The bottom line is, that the “green” movement
fears Congressional oversight or possible legislation, because their current position is based on
regulations that are politically and legally vulnerable. This further helps to explain the massive
increase in “green” spending in the elections since 2008.
Finally, much of this “green” money comes from very few actors. Wealthy hedge-fund
manager Tom Steyer was a major source of funding for the “green” spending binge this past
cycle.37 Also, a recent Senate investigations revealed that the overwhelming majority of the
money that goes to the “green” environmental movement comes from a very select few
billionaires that work together behind the scenes to underwrite most of the “greens” activity.38
This is not all explicitly dedicated to election spending, but it underscores the amount of
influence such actors have. All of this information is very relevant to understanding the
spending of these various “green” groups in this past election, and tells a larger story about rent
seeking and regulatory capture that has become a mainstay of various Obama Administration
allies seeing to influence the EPA.

The Evolving Big Green Strategy
The Sierra Club’s 2012 political strategy document explains how Big Green seeks to
capture the nation’s local, state and federal agenda. Because the Sierra Club local organizations,
like labor unions, are free to electioneer, the national leadership applied top-down mandates on
their local clubs – mandates that were directly coordinated with “Obama campaign staff.”39 The
Sierra Club recruited more than 12,000 of its members to join Environmentalists for Obama, to
participate in “Get Out the Vote” shifts on Election Day, and to plug into the Obama campaign's
dashboard, making over 30,000 phone calls in the final two weeks before the election. During
the summer, Sierra Club deployed 328 leaders in nine important states, spending the summer and
early fall building grassroots support for the president. The Sierra Club, alone, deployed 66 staff
to work on 53 contests. Their staff trained 350 volunteer team leaders and mobilized more than
3,300 of members to go door to door or make phone calls, providing personalized contact in the
final critical days of the election. For the first time ever, the Sierra Club also shut its doors across
36
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the nation on Election Day to provide all staff the opportunity to volunteer with Obama for
America or another competitive federal or local race in their areas.
The 2012 Sierra Club strategy, however, was neither particularly large nor particularly
effective. The Club has chapters in every state and boasts of a membership that exceeds 1
million. 40 They were able to rouse to action only 0.3 percent of their membership.
In
comparison to the 3,300 Sierra Club members, the nation’s labor unions put 128,000 volunteers
working on the “final four days” of the 2012 campaign. The union members knocked on 5.5
million doors and made 5.2 million phone calls.41
Claiming that grass-roots organizing is their specialty, the Sierra Club operated like a
political party, not relying exclusively on the ground game, but putting money into media outlets
to advertise for propositions they helped get onto the ballot. In Michigan, they backed a
renewable energy ballot initiative – one that would increase the cost of electricity with no
concomitant improvement in electrical reliability or service. The Club deployed four additional
full-time staff, two online and media staff, and a portion of time from field organizers around the
country. In so doing, they completed 66% of all voter conversations through the coalition
predictive dialer, composed 64% of the online rapid responders, supplied more than 30% of the
volunteer poll greeters on Election Day, and recruited 23% of the businesses and grasstops
endorsements. Despite this effort and a “sizable direct contribution” of funds to support this
campaign, the proposition failed.42 One has to ask, what could that money and local organizing
have done to forward the foundational principles of John Muir – could they have accomplished
actual environmental improvement and preservation of unique places.
Only three of the six Sierra-Club backed House candidates in 2012 won election, an
election year that was generally very successful for liberal candidates, and the winning
candidates ones that local politicians suggested were likely to win with or without the Sierra
Club’s help. Despite their proclamations of political success, the Sierra Club shifting its focus in
2014, relying more on direct political funding instead of grassroots organizing, essentially
attempting to be a “green” party without the burden of actually being an election-law authorized
party, thus avoiding the rules that apply to political parties.

2014 “Green” Election Spending
The Sierra Club, and other environmental alarmist organizations, spent a lot of money in
the 2014 election cycle. They were part of a complex of liberal environmental activists
ultimately backed by a small number of very large donors. To see what they did, and on whose
personal agenda, one must follow the money. Breaking down how the “greens” spent money in
this past election cycle, and how it affected the outcome, is not, however, an exact science. For
Sierra Club “About Us”. Available at http://california2.sierraclub.org/about#.VQ7xso7F8d0. Accesses
on 3/22/2015.
41
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one thing, the obvious causal problems that always present themselves when figuring out why an
election went one way or another is always fraught with uncertainty. Also, it is all-but-certain
that the figures discussed in this report are incomplete because of the complexity of how money
flows and is reported. For example, NextGen Climate, which spent heavily in its own right on
numerous races, also donated $5.5 million to Senate Majority PAC,43 an organization headed
primarily by Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid and his allies to keep Democrats in the majority
in the Senate.44 Senate Majority PAC spent nearly $47.5 million dollars this past cycle,45 much
of it in support of the same candidates the “greens” were supporting,46 yet it is impossible to tell
just how much of this money flowed from the “greens” to any particular race. So while the
below facts and figures are accurate insofar as publicly available and legally required disclosure
tells us, it is incomplete and in many cases, the real number for “green” spending is higher than
the figures this report cites.
Nonetheless, much can be learned from the information publicly available, which does
make up the majority of “green” spending on elections this cycle, and intelligent observations as
to what messages worked and didn’t, while inexact, can be made in each race. This is
particularly true when patterns emerge across races.

Senate Races
The “green” movement spent especially heavily in Senate races this cycle, dedicating a
large majority of their money to this purpose. The “green” movement spent heavily in six races
in particular, that is, in favor of incumbent senators in Alaska, Colorado, New Hampshire, and
North Carolina, and on behalf of candidates for open seats in Michigan and Iowa.
This was done explicitly with the goal of maintaining Democratic control of the Senate,47
as the Senate has refused to act on any of the bills that the Republican-controlled House-has
passed that would reign in EPA’s recent regulatory bonanza. Indeed, while not technically
partisan, the biggest of the “big green” organizations spent exclusively in support of Democrats.
43
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The League of Conservation Voters spent over $17 million either for Democrats or against
Republicans, and $0 for any Republican candidate.48 NextGen Climate spent nearly $41 million
either for Democrats or against Republicans, and spent $0 for any Republican.49 The Sierra Club,
meanwhile, spent over $2.5 million either for Democrats or against Republicans, while spending
$10, no not $10 million but a mere single sawbuck, for Republicans.50 So while the legal and
public relations veneer of non-partisanship may exist, the actual fact of the matter is that by far
the three big-dollar “green” organizations are functionally arms of the Democratic party and
should be seen as such when analyzing their behavior and spending patterns.
Alaska
The Alaska Senate race was the last race to be called by news agencies, in spite of the
fact that now Senator-elect Dan Sullivan, a Republican, was ahead by several percentage points
on Election Day. This was due mostly to the large number of remote precincts in this vast,
wilderness-covered state. However, the end result was the same as it appeared on Election Day:
Sullivan defeated green-backed incumbent Senator Mark Begich by about 2.2%, Sullivan being
both a former Alaska Attorney General and a former Commissioner of Natural Resources,.51 It
is true that Alaska leans strongly to the Republican side, and that Senator Begich won his initial
race by beating the late Senator Ted Stevens, who had been convicted of a felony at the time of
his defeat. 52 However, Begich was also the former Mayor of Anchorage, the largest city in
Alaska, and is the son of Nick Begich, a former Congressman from Alaska. 53 He was also
credited as running an excellent re-election campaign, so his defeat was far from inevitable.
This narrow loss was a serious blow to the greens, as they invested heavily in Alaska
relative to its size and relative cost: it is a relatively cheap state to buy advertising on radio and
TV. The League of Conservation Voters spent just shy of $2 million dollars in independent
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expenditures according to the Federal Elections Commission (FEC).54 Alaska Salmon PAC, an
arm of Alaska Conservation Voters which in turn is an arm of the League of Conservation
Voters, spent an additional $1.1 million. 55 While this may be relatively small compared to
expenditures in other states, relative to Alaska’s size and population, it is a significant sum.
FEC reports show that, while the bulk of “green” money was spent on TV ads and other
traditional types of election spending, “green” spending in this race also included a lot of
spending on “grassroots” type activities, i.e. doing “get out the vote” operations like door
knocking, phone calling, and the like. The TV ads they did run were relatively innocuous and
did not tout Begich’s stance on major environmental issues, in spite of the fact that Begich
himself said that he was “not afraid to talk about climate change,” on the campaign trail. 56
Instead the “greens” ads focused on Begich's efforts to ban genetically modified fish57 and for
standing up to Alaska’s “way of life.” 58
This demonstrates the fact that modern
environmentalists are largely detached from those who actually live in the wilderness. A
traditional environmentalists message, dedicated toward conservation, would likely play well in
a sparsely populated state covered by large amounts of forests, mountains, lakes, rivers and the
like. Yet modern environmentalism, driven mostly by and for urban dwellers with utopian
schemes, is unappealing to those who actually live in the wilderness. This is to say nothing of the
fact that it is also directly opposed to Alaska’s economic interests, as Alaska is a major energy
producing state.
Colorado
Perhaps the most unexpected and difficult loss for the greens was their defeat in
Colorado. Incumbent Senator Mark Udall, the son of the late Representative Mo Udall, a famous
champion for “green” causes, had the 5th best score of any Senator in the nation from the League
of Conservation voters at 97%,59 easily the highest score for any Senator in a “swing” state. He
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was both endorsed by the LCV60 and was given heavy financial by the “green” movement at
large. Even worse for the “greens” is the fact that it was not a race anyone thought would be
seriously competitive. Prior to late February of this year, when Congressman Corey Gardner
jumped into the race unexpectedly, Udall was facing mediocre opposition and had won his last
race by more than 10%.61 Gardner, a dynamic, young Congressman had previously said “no” to
the race, but jumped in when Udall looked increasingly vulnerable. 62 By the end of the
campaign, Udall had raised and spent nearly twice that of now-Senator Gardner.
Perhaps most painful is the amount of money that the “greens” spent in this race in vain.
The sheer amount of money spent was staggering. The Steyer-backed NextGen Climate
organization spent approximately $9 million dollars on the Colorado Senate race, while the
League of Conservation Voters spent upwards of $5.4 million.63 In total, Udall spent $20 million.
The Next-Gen/LCV money was spent, for the most part, in addition to the Udall campaign fund.
In other words, the NextGen/LCV spending, alone, matched 70 percent of the Udall campaign’s
funding. This spending dwarfs the spending even by the Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee (DSCC), which spent only about $8.1 million.64 Needless to say, a particular special
interest group vastly outspending the party committee charged with electing party members is
unusual. Even more: The League of Conservation Voters was the #1 direct contributor to Senator
Udall’s campaign.65 NextEra Energy, a “green” energy company that spends millions lobbying
for causes similar to the explicitly “green” groups, was the #5 contributor to his campaign.66
Like Alaska, Colorado is a state with significant wilderness areas and a lot of natural
beauty. Its mountains are legendary and its tradition of old-school conservation efforts are deep.
Different from the “greens” efforts in Alaska, however, is the fact that “green” ads in Colorado
were more explicitly in line with their agenda, accusing Gardner of “denying” the science of
climate change and presenting his views as “scary.”67 Other ads touted farmers who believed in
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NextGen’s climate change views.68 So unlike in Alaska, they actually believed they could win
running on their issues. However, this simply didn’t work in the end result. Gardner won by
about 2% in a hard fought race.69
It is true that Senator Udall was widely viewed to be running a mediocre-at-best
campaign, but given all of the advantages he had, a great head start, the advantages of
incumbency, legendary name recognition and the fact that Colorado hasn’t elected a Republican
to Governor or Senator since 2002. It shouldn’t have been all that close. Whatever the case, it’s
clear that the “greens” simply failed to make their campaign issue matter, and because of this,
lost one of their biggest champions, in spite of spending nearly $15 million directly on the race.
New Hampshire
The New Hampshire Senate race is the brightest spot for the “greens” campaign
spending, as it is the only race that was considered seriously competitive that they won.
Incumbent Democrat Senator Jeanne Shaheen, a former Governor of New Hampshire, defeated
former Massachusetts Senator Scott Brown in a close race, ultimately winning by about 3.2%.70
The League of Conservation Voters spent about $900,000 dollars in the race, while NextGen
Climate spent $3.8 million.71 This amounted to about 1/7th of all outside spending in the New
Hampshire Senate race.72 Again, the “green” spending was significantly larger than the amount
spent by the DSCC, which spent just over $3.8 million.73
This win by the “greens” has several important qualifiers, however. For one thing,
Brown, while an engaging and charismatic politician, had lost his Senate seat in Massachusetts
just two years earlier, and had moved to New Hampshire to pursue Shaheen’s seat. Attacking his
obvious political ambition was very easy, particularly for someone like Shaheen, who had been a
mainstay of New Hampshire politics for decades, serving in the State Senate and in the
Governor’s office before moving over to the Senate. More importantly, for the purposes of the
“greens”, is the fact that Senator Shaheen explicitly denounced a carbon tax when attacked by
Brown, a policy that is a high priority for the “green” movement and one that it continues to
push.74
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Also, it is notable that while the “greens” actually attacked Brown for his environmental
record at times, something they didn’t do in Alaska, for one example, they didn’t attack him for
opposing their climate agenda. Instead, multiple ads from the League of Conservation Voters
attacked him of favoring giveaways to “Big Oil”75 funded by “out of state billionaires”76 and
other, similar attacks. But even while there was an environmental tinge to these attacks, the
more substantive attack was that he had moved from Massachusetts to New Hampshire and was
the tool of out of state interests. Exit polls showed that 53% of New Hampshire voters thought
that Brown was too new to their state, and 89% of those voters voted for Shaheen.77 So the effect
of their environmental attacks is difficult to know, as it wasn’t the thrust of their argument.
NextGen Climate didn’t even bother to attack his environmental record. Instead, it attacked him
for not creating jobs.78 If their goal was to “demonstrate that you can use climate change as a
wedge issue to win in political races,”79 it is hard to see Shaheen’s uncomfortably close win as a
significant victory. Yet ultimately, her victory is the only victory that the “greens” won if you
count only Senate races that were seriously competitive. It’s not nothing, but it’s not the kind of
victory you would expect given the amount of money spent and level of involvement with
respect to the “greens” this cycle.
North Carolina
If Colorado was the “greens” most painful loss, North Carolina was the most surprising.
Incumbent Senator Kay Hagan was favored to win all the way up until Election Day, indeed up
until the actual votes were counted. In the month before Election Day, she trailed in only one
poll and was ahead in seven.80 Yet Hagan ultimately lost to the State Speaker of the House,
Thom Tillis.
North Carolina is a typical “swing” state, voting for President Obama narrowly in 2008
while voting for Republican Candidate Mitt Romney narrowly in 2012. Likewise, while the state
has recently had more Republican Senators than Democratic ones, it elected Democrats to the
Senate in 1986, 1998 and 2008, and had Democratic Governors non-stop between 1993 and
2013. Senator Hagan herself was first elected by a wide margin in 2008, outperforming Obama
by almost 3%, while her opponent, former Senator Elizabeth Dole, underperformed Republican
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Presidential candidate John McCain by nearly 5%.81 This gave her a reputation as being a strong
campaigner that would be tough to beat regardless of other factors. Tillis, on the other hand, was
seen by pundits as a “good enough” candidate, not an exceptional one.82 He struggled in the
primary, and while he ultimately won comfortably, he won with just 46% of the overall vote,83 it
was over mediocre opposition, his main opponent Greg Brannon, was so gaffe prone that Senator
Hagan tried to influence the primary in Brannon’s favor, 84 and left some divides in the
Republican base.
A particularly given the nature of the state, it is an interesting fact about this race is that
Hagan, who sported an 84% rating from the League of Conservation Voters,85 openly embraced
the “greens” electoral strategy, explicitly trying to use the issue of climate change to win. She
forcefully argued for the “greens” solutions with regard to climate change, and argued that it
would be an economic winner for her state. 86 Likewise the League of Conservation voters
explicitly attacked Thom Tillis as being a climate “denier” in their ads, while also repeating the
familiar refrain of him being in the pocket of big oil.87 They also accused him of passing a bill
were insufficiently harsh on Duke Energy, a major energy company in North Carolina that was
responsible for a destructive coal-ash spill.88 If there was a place to test their desire to make
climate change a campaign issue that “green” supported candidates can run on and win, this was
it.
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The “Greens” certainly tried to do just that. Environmental Defense spent over $1.1
million, while the League of Conservation Voters spent just shy of $5 million.89 What’s more, on
top of that, the League of Conservation Voters was a major contributor to Hagan’s campaign
directly: they were Hagan’s #3 contributor.90 This made up roughly 1/20th of all of the spending
in the race, which topped $100 million, making it the most expensive Senate race in history.91
Yet, when the final votes were counted, Tillis won a surprising victory, about 49% to
47%. This represented a major defeat for the “greens” because by the time election day hit, it
was clear that they were going to lose a number of the races they invested in. But North Carolina
was one of the races the “greens” and their allies thought they could win up till the last votes
were counted. But the “greens” attacks on Tillis simply don’t appear to have resonated. There is
wide agreement that the most important issue areas in the race were education and defense
policy.93 In other words, in a race where they appeared to have the strongest hand, and where
they used their most direct message, the “greens” still lost, making this an especially hard loss,
even beyond the fact that it was so unexpected.
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Iowa
One of the green’s biggest losses came in Iowa, and certainly the loss with the most stark
contrasts. The “green” candidate, Representative Bruce Braley, has an 88% rating from the
League of Conservation Voters, 94 and was initially the heavy favorite to replace outgoing
Senator Tom Harkin, a Democrat with a lifetime rating of 83% from the LCV. 95 Braley’s
opponent, State Senator Joni Ernst, was pilloried both by Braley and by the media for saying she
wanted to dismantle the EPA.96 Yet Braley ultimately lost by 8.5%,97 a near landslide margin
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considering where the race started out, the nature of the state, and the fact that it was an open
seat.
This dominating performance can be seen from two points of view. On one hand, it was
easy to foresee, even if not by quite such a large margin. By the time election day hit, it came as
no great surprise that Ernst trounced Braley. She had been leading him in the polls for months,
although sometimes narrowly,98 and Braley’s gaffes, most prominently when he disparaged the
state’s wildly popular senior Republican Senator Chuck Grassley as “a farmer from Iowa, who
never went to law school,” as being unfit to wield power in Senate Judiciary Committee,99 had
rendered him almost radioactive to Iowa’s farmers. Needless to say, in a heavily agricultural
state like Iowa, winning without farmers and those who work with the agricultural industry is for
all practical purposes, impossible. Also, Grassley, a Republican, has been re-elected every 6
years by landslide margins since 1980, and he fully supported Ernst and appeared in multiple ads
for her, 100 ads that were especially effective after Braley’s gaffe about the wildly popular
Grassley’s leadership.101
On the other hand, Joni Ernst was a one-term State Senator with little to no recognition
when she began her campaign, while Braley was a four-term Congressman who captured a
previously Republican-held seat in 2006. Also, as a former President of the Iowa Trial Lawyer’s
Association102, Braley was a proliferate fundraiser. What’s more, he was replacing Harkin, who,
while opposite in terms of party and ideology to Senator Grassley, was also popular in Iowa and
had served for 30 years in the Senate. Braley was Harkin’s hand-picked replacement. President
Obama also carried Iowa twice, which indicates that a Democratic candidate should have a leg
up on the competition.
In any event, the “greens” were intent on putting their close ally Braley in office and
spent heavily to do so. Environmental Defense, one of the smaller “green” groups, spent about
$364,000 on TV ads. 103 The League of Conservation Voters spent nearly $1.5 million in
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independent expenditures,104 and was also the #2 top campaign contributor to Braley’s personal
campaign fund.105 NextGen Climate spent over $5.4 million.106 Finally, the Sierra Club spent
just shy of $2.5 million. 107 This makes for a grand total of just under $10 million dollars.
Relative to the approximate population of the state, this is an even larger investment by the
“greens” than the roughly $14.5 million they spent in Colorado. This massive amount of money
targeted Ernst early and often, and even attracted the attention of Iowa’s biggest newspaper as
being beyond the norm when it comes to campaign spending.108
The ads in the race were relatively predictable, they attacked Joni Ernst’s call to abolish
the EPA and also attacked her connection to “extremists,” in particular the “Billionaire Koch
Brothers” but also Sarah Palin and others.109 Ads also attacked her on the issue of education,
social security, and other issues unrelated to the environment while continuing to attack her on
the familiar themes of ties to the Koch Brothers and environmental issues.110
The attack ads conveniently left out the fact that Ernst’s proposal of abolishing the EPA
was hardly an end to wanting common sense environmental protections, she merely thought the
states should take the lead in most environmental issues. However, abolishing the EPA entirely
is certainly a stance that is going to generate a lot of controversy, even amongst people who
generally oppose the “green” agenda. The fact that the “greens” still could not make their issues
stick even in spite of such a clear-cut line of attack was striking. Braley’s partisans complain
that Ernst ran a campaign based on personality more than substance, but even to the degree that’s
true, the “greens” were not able to damage Ernst personally by attempting to paint her as an
“extremist.” Indeed, such attacks seemed to backfire.
Iowans don’t want dirty air or dirty water, they merely were unconvinced that the
“greens” agenda was necessary to accomplish these goals. Indeed, it wasn't really about that at
all. Even with the clearest line of attack, in a swing-state, for an open seat, with a more
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experienced and well known candidate, in a state Obama won twice, they were not able to sell
their message convincingly. In that sense, Braley’s loss can be seen as the “greens” biggest
failure of the election cycle. In a test-tube case for what they were trying to achieve in terms of
making their issues winning campaign issues, they were not only not able to deliver, but not able
to prevent a runaway win by Ernst.

Michigan
If Iowa can be seen as the “greens” biggest defeat, Michigan is really the only Senate
race that the “greens” spent heavily on that can consider a clear-cut victory. “Green” endorsed
candidate, Democratic Congressman Gary Peters, won a commanding victory over the
Republican candidate, former Michigan Secretary of State Terri Lynn Land, by over 13%, even
while the Republican candidate for Governor won by just over 4%.111
Fundamentally, this was a race that “green” backed Peters was always favored to win.
While Michigan has been relatively close in some recent Presidential elections, it’s fairly solidly
Democratic, having voted for the Democratic candidate for President every cycle since 1992.
Since 1976, Republicans have won only one Senate race. So Peters started out in a strong
position. While Land had been elected to a statewide office, her abortive campaign for Governor
during the last mid-term election112 and the low-profile nature of her former job as Secretary of
State, left her practically unknown statewide. She was not the first choice of party elders, who
preferred Representatives Mike Rogers or David Camp, both of whom declined, and in fact
retired from Congress altogether.113
While Peters struggled a little out of the gate, particularly when conservative organization
Americans for Prosperity ran an effective ad that featured a woman who had lost her health care
plan because of Obamacare,114 it did not take Peters long to take the lead. When Land actually
had to run her own campaign, problems started right away. One of Land’s first ads featured her
sitting silently with a cup of coffee, looking at the camera for several seconds.115 While it was
intended to mock the idea that her opponent could ever accuse her of waging a “war on women,”
which had become a common campaign refrain from Democrats, it proved to be ineffective and
111
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easy to mock, and was widely considered one of the biggest misfires of the entire electoral
cycle.116 Land’s campaign was also criticized for not doing enough public events and handling
the press poorly. 117 Land’s campaign never really got going, and by the summer, Peters
dominated in the polls.118 With two exceptions, both by a notoriously unreliable pollster, Peters
lead in every public poll since April.119
While it can be disputed as to whether Peters victory was inevitable, it is clear that the
“greens” invested heavily in the race. The League of Conservation Voters spent more than $1.6
million in Michigan in independent expenditures,120 and was also the #1 contributor directly to
Peters campaign.121 NextGen Climate spent just shy of $4 million, while Environmental Defense
spent nearly $400,000. 122 Altogether, the “greens” spent about $6 million in the Michigan
Senate race, which makes up about 1/5th of all outside spending in the Michigan race.123
The “greens” did attack Land’s stance on climate change explicitly, claiming her stance
on environmental issues was dictated to her by the Koch Brothers, who donated to some of the
groups supporting her.124 Other ads also attacked her environmental record in a more generic
way. 125 Given the fact that Land’s campaign’s fundraising was mediocre, and that outside
116
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groups favorable to Land had given up in the race by the summer, these attacks went largely
unanswered.
So to the degree the Michigan race was competitive, it represents a win for the “greens.”
Given the amount of money they spent that went largely unanswered, it probably helped Peters
win more convincingly. But there is considerable evidence that this race was over before it
started, and that the “greens” efforts were more “piling on” than a decisive factor in Peters
victory. In any event, it represents the only Senate race they invested in that can be seen as a
clear-cut win, even if a more careful eye would suggest the race was never truly competitive.
Other Senate Races
While the aforementioned Senate races are the only ones that the “greens” invested
heavily in, they were not the only ones that confounded the “greens” stated goal of keeping
Democrats in control of the Senate, nor are they the only ones where energy and environmental
issues played a role in the outcome. The battleground also included seats in West Virginia,126
Montana, 127 South Dakota, 128 Arkansas 129 Louisiana, 130 Kentucky, 131 Georgia 132 and Kansas,133
and in each case, the Democrat lost. The League of Conservation Voters did back maverick
Republican Susan Collins,134 but she was not in a competitive race, winning over 2/3rds of the
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vote,135 and while Environmental Defense spent just $300,000 in Maine,136 no other “green”
group spent any money in support of Collins.
The reason the “greens” didn’t spend money in these races is fairly obvious. In the cases
of the races of West Virginia, Kentucky, and Montana, all states with large coal industries, the
support of the “greens” would likely do more harm than good. The “green” agenda is largely
seen in those states as being anti-energy and anti-jobs. The “green” message is thus toxic to the
voters in those states and any attempt to change that over the course of an election cycle is
doomed to failure.
Moreover, in Kentucky and West Virginia, both major party candidates were
fundamentally opposed to the “greens” policies with regard to carbon emissions. Indeed, in
Kentucky in particular, Democratic candidate Allison Grimes was accused by her opponent,
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, of her pro-coal stance being fraudulent, taken only in
public for political gain, while really holding positions identical to the Obama Administration.137
This was given some credence by the fact that some of her own campaign staffers seemed to
believe this was true as well as McConnell’s camp, and were caught on tape saying so.138 In
West Virginia, news reports similarly suggested that Democratic candidate Natalie Tennant was
hiding her true beliefs for political purposes. 139 Moreover, Congresswoman Shelly Moore
Capito in West Virginia and Senator Mitch McConnell in Kentucky made their fight against
Obama’s energy and environmental policies, and their support of their states coal industries, a
centerpiece of their campaigns. 140 They won by about 28%141 and over 15%,142 respectively.
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McConnell’s victory was especially impressive, as virtually all of the public polls showed the
race significantly closer.143
Montana, also a coal heavy state, is hard to gauge because the appointed incumbent Sen.
John Walsh, who had a confused and shifting stance on coal, 144 withdrew from the race
following a plagiarism scandal.145 He was replaced with a far-left state Representative who had
“green”-friendly stances,146 but by that point, the race was essentially over, and Congressman
Steve Daines was all but guaranteed to win, which he did by nearly 19%.147
While Arkansas does have coal-fired power plants, it does not have a large coal industry,
and energy was not a centerpiece of anyone’s campaign. However, Representative Tom Cotton
accused his opponent, Senator Mark Pryor, of being insufficiently pro-energy and insufficiently
anti-Obama’s EPA, which Pryor vigorously disputed. 148 In South Dakota, energy and
environmental issues did not play prominently in the campaign, but eventual winner Mike
Rounds was clearly more pro-energy, and anti-Obama’s EPA than his major opponents.149 In
Georgia, energy was also not a major issue in the campaign, but the League of Conservation
Voters did endorse Democratic candidate Michelle Nunn, who voiced sympathy for the “green”
agenda. She was attacked as out of touch since she was against the construction of the Keystone
Pipeline and advocated for Obama’s war on coal, burdensome EPA regulations, and cap-andtrade.” 150 In Kansas, incumbent Pat Roberts repeatedly attacked Obama’s “war on coal” 151
against an opponent who famously avoided taking hard stances on issues, particularly energy and
environmental issues, which lead the “greens” to avoid endorsing him in spite of Senator Roberts
143
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low rating from the League of Conservation Voters. 152 In all four races, the Republican
candidates won easily, and by a greater margin than the polls suggested.153
Louisiana was a particularly difficult race for the “greens”. While the major Republican
candidate, Congressman Bill Cassidy has a lifetime rating of just 11% from the League of
Conservation Voters,154 Senator Mary Landrieu only had a 51% from the LCV,155 well below
most Democrats. Perhaps even more importantly, Landrieu was Chairwoman of the Energy and
Natural Resources Committee. Due to this position, and the fact that she is from a state where
the energy issue is very important, she frequently took stances against the “greens”. Moreover,
she was a strong proponent of the Keystone Pipeline, the defeat of which has become a cause
célèbre amongst the “greens.” Indeed, she made her support for the pipeline a central piece of
her runoff election strategy.156 Nonetheless, Landrieu was clearly more in line with the “greens”
agenda than Cassidy, but to the extent that was true, it was harmful to her. Forced into a run-off
for lack of a clear majority, Cassidy crushed Landrieu in the final election. Both the mainline
democrat party and the greens abandoned her.
Senate Conclusion
The “greens” #1, explicitly stated goal, was to keep the Senate in Democratic hands.
They failed at this goal. In the six races they targeted in their massive spending binge, even their
two victories come with major qualifiers. In the eight other Senate races that either switched
hands, or where the Republican candidate faced a serious challenge, the “greens” didn’t
influence the race directly at all, but the reason for that is because their messages would be toxic
in those states, that the Democratic challenger was indistinguishable from the Republican in
terms of energy and environmental policy, or both.
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In a sense, the “greens” showed the fundamental problem with their message due to the
states they chose to spend money in. They had given away much of the playing field by the time
the game started. So their losses in the states where they spent a lot of money should be
interpreted as an even harsher rebuke, since the battlefield was partially chosen for them since
they simply could not realistically compete in states like Louisiana, West Virginia, or Kansas
without a significant risk, indeed a near certainty, of their efforts backfiring. In the case of West
Virginia, the race only became a serious race when incumbent Democratic Senator Jay
Rockefeller, an ally of coal following his 1972 defeat for Governor,157 rebuked the coal industry
from the Senate floor,158 signaling his retirement and virtually assuring that the seat would go to
Capito.159 In particular, the Sierra Club spent millions of dollars, claimed to have mounted a
grassroots ground game and failed to deliver a single senate seat.
This should not be seen as a rejection of common sense or classical environmental
concerns. For example, Louisiana’s Republican Governor Bobby Jindal has made cleanup of the
gulf coast one of his biggest priorities as Governor.160 Instead, it demonstrates modern “green”
extremism is fundamentally out of touch and detached from voters everyday lives. This is not to
suggest that their message, particularly when backed by significant dollars in different
circumstances, could not have a larger impact. But it is to suggest that the modern “green”
movement cannot fight on an even playing field and win, as their message is driven by and for
elites who are not in touch with everyday voters in vast swaths of the country.

House Races
House races were not the priority of the “greens” this cycle, mostly because virtually
no knowledgeable person thought that the Democrats could take control of the House from
Republicans. While the “greens” made no explicit statement about their desire for Democratic
takeover of the House, or at least make gains, the League of Conservation Voters endorsed 52
Democrats for House seats, and only 1 Republican. 161 Nor was the LCV significantly more
successful in their efforts in the House. 23 of their endorsed candidates lost.162 While a majority
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won, this is misleading, as the majority of the candidates they endorsed were in races that were
not competitive. If you count only the most seriously competitive races, the “greens” lost big.
In competitive races where the “greens” spent money and still did poorly were neither
geographically nor culturally homogeneous. They extended from one border of the country to
another. While it would be beyond the scope of this report to discuss every race where any green
money was spent or a where “greens” endorsement might have been important, we can highlight
a couple of races that are instructive.
Maine’s 2nd Congressional District
Perhaps the most stunning and expensive loss for the “greens” was in Maine’s 2nd
Congressional district. This large, sparsely populated district has been held by Democratic
candidates for 20 straight years. 163 and while the seat was open this cycle, it was widely
considered likely that they would continue this streak, especially since the district’s incumbent
Democratic Congressman, Michael Michaud, was running for Governor against the vulnerable
incumbent, Paul LePage, who himself was also a “green” target.
Indeed, this was so widely expected that the “greens” didn’t wait until the general
election to get involved. In the Democratic primary, the “greens” endorsed 164 and actively
supported State Senator Emily Cain, over State Senate Majority Leader Tory Jackson. The
League of Conservation Voters dubbed Troy Jackson part of the “Dirty Dozen”165 in spite of the
fact that he had a 64% rating from the LCV (Cain had a 90% rating)166 and spent more than any
other outside group to achieve his defeat in the primary.167
The result of this primary can, in many ways, be seen as emblematic of the fundamental
fissure in the Democratic party right now, namely, the divide between cultural elites and blue
collar workers. The contrast between Cain, a 34-year-old university administrator currently
This was in one sense unusual, since 1994 was a Republican “wave” year much like 2014 proved to
be. But not unusual in as the prior incumbent, moderate Republican Olympia Snowe vacated the seat to
run successfully for Senate. Without her independent brand, the voters followed their more natural
inclination and elected Democrat John Baldacci, and when he vacated the seat to run successfully for
Governor, Democrat Michael Michaud, who also vacated the seat to run for Governor, but lost to
incumbent Republican Paul LePage.
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completing her PhD, and Jackson, a 46-year-old logger, could not be more stark. Cain’s support
from the LCV and other “greens” was countered by Jackson’s support from the AFL-CIO, Maine
Labor Council and other assorted labor organizations.168 In spite of the desire on the part of the
“greens” to sell their agenda as pro-worker, claiming their policies will create “green jobs”,169
unions usually know better and are frequently at odds with the “greens”, most prominently over
the Keystone Pipeline. 170 Yet the most active Democratic primary voters in particular are
heavily made up of cultural elites, particularly in regions like New England, and the LCV’s
attacks on Jackson on the issue of climate change worked.171 Jackson specifically blamed the
League of Conservation Voters for his primary defeat at the hands of Cain.172
Yet Cain was still heavily favored to win. The independent Cook Political Report had the
race as Leans Democratic up till Election Day,173 as did the Cook Report’s main competitor, the
Rothenburg Political Report.174 Prior to late September, there was only one poll taken of the
race, which showed Cain up by 5%.175 However, in the end, Cain lost by over 5% to former
State Treasurer Bruce Poliquin,176 who had previously lost primary elections for both Governor
and Senator.177 This in spite of the fact that pundits were by all accounts unanimous in their
opinion that 3rd party Independent candidate, former Republican Blaine Richardson, likely
syphoned votes away from Poliquin.178
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This was perhaps the “greens” biggest loss in the House races, both because they worked
so hard in the primary to elect their chosen candidate, and because it was one of their bigger
expenditures in terms of House races. NextGen Climate spent about $7500 on the race, while the
League of Conservation Voters spent about $235,000,179 much of it was spent in the decisive
primary,180 which in turn lead to Poliquin’s victory. There can be little doubt that in a district
with much wilderness, full of lakes, mountains and forests, a common-sense conservationist
message could have been a net benefit for any candidate. However, as previously explained and
demonstrated so starkly here, the modern “green” movement is driven more by urban intellectual
elites than by people who actually interact people who spend their lives in rural or wilderness
areas. The “greens”, by pushing out a man who made his living off of the land in favor of a
college administrator, clearly did not help the overall prospects of the Democratic party, but may
have advanced the agenda of the elites who currently do much to drive it. It is highly probable
that, in this race, “green” spending, while likely winning Cain the primary, lost the seat for
Democrats. Their general election spending didn’t make up for the fact that Cain was a much
less electable candidate in any electorate that isn’t made up of the cultural elites that make up the
base of the modern Democratic party.
Texas’s 23rd Congressional District
Unlike Maine’s 2nd Congressional district, this was not an open seat and “green”
meddling in the primary made no difference in the result. Just like Maine’s 2nd Congressional
district, however, it was a district that leaned Democrat according to all independent
observers,181 it was a large, sparsely populated district on the border, this time Mexico, and the
“greens” invested heavily for a House race.
Also unlike Maine’s 2nd Congressional district, which had been in Democratic hands for
20 years, this is a textbook example of a “swing” district. Republican Henry Bonilla held it for
years until 2006, when he was defeated by Democrat Ciro Rodriguez. Rodriguez was defeated
after two-terms by Republican Francisco Canseco, who was defeated after one term by Democrat
Pete Gallego. This cycle, Republican Will Hurd, a former CIA operative, defeated both former
Congressman Canseco, in the primary, and Congressman Gallego in the general election, in spite
of never having been the favorite to do so according to pundits.
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Congressman Gallego was not one of the “greens” greatest allies, but he had a 64% rating
from the League of Conservation Voters.182 Sierra Club, Environmental Defense and the League
of Conservation Voters did independent expenditures on behalf of Gallego, amounting to a little
less than $100,000.183 Yet in spite of the fact that outside spending was roughly at parity,184 and
that Gallego roughly doubled Hurd in personal fundraising,185 Hurd prevailed by just over 2%.186
Given the “swing” nature of the district, and the relatively modest expenditure on behalf
of the “greens” unlike in the Senate races, it is difficult to say if any particular message worked
or not, or if the natural volatility of the voters in the district merely moved with the tide. What
can be said is that in another district in which the “greens” were invested, their message failed to
sufficiently register with the voters. This in spite of the fact that the district had a “green”
friendly incumbent, and that, like Maine’s 2nd Congressional district, it is large and sparsely
populated with a lot of wilderness areas that one might naturally think voters would be keen on
giving sufficient protection. Since that is no longer the message of the “green” movement, it has
significantly less impact.

State Government Races
Given the deep influences the “greens” have over the federal bureaucracy, and the
increasing amount of federal control over “green” issues, it should not come as a surprise that
most of the “green” money went to trying to move voters primarily in federal races. Yet the
“greens” did make a major play in several state races, most prominently the governors’ races in
Florida, Maine and Pennsylvania, and particularly the state legislative races in Oregon and
Washington State. The “greens” didn’t fare much better here, winning in races they were all but
assured to win anyway, namely the Pennsylvania governor’s race and the Oregon State
legislature, but losing the governor’s race in Florida, Maine and the legislature in Washington
State. We examine each of these separately.
Florida - Governor
Outside of the top-dollar Senate races, no race was subject to more “green” spending than
the Florida Governor’s race. Indeed, while it is difficult to know exactly how much they spent
on the Governor’s race per-se, as the reporting requirements aren’t the same for state-level races,
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NextGen Climate spent nearly $16.5 million,187 and may have spent as much $20 million188 in
Florida. Indeed, NextGen Climate Action’s Florida chapter was the #1 recipient of NextGen
Climate funds.189 As Florida which had no Senate race and which records show they spent little
to nothing on House races, it is all-but-certain most or all of this went toward the race for
Governor.
Scott earned the enmity of the “greens” from a great number of his public statements and
stances. Indeed, NextGen Climate labeled him their “Stone Age Award Winner.”190 From the
very beginning, it looked likely that the “greens” would win their fight. Scott was a
controversial figure from before his time in politics, being CEO of Columbia-HCA during a time
where this sprawling, multi-billion dollar company committed several felonies and was fined
more than $1.7 billion dollars. 191 While he was never implicated in any wrongdoing, this
episode has followed him during his entire political career, from his brutal Republican primary
victory in 2010 over then-Florida Attorney General Bill McCollum, 192 to his excruciatingly
narrow win over then-Florida CFO, Democrat Alex Sink.193 His approval ratings even dropped
as low as the high 20’s and were frequently in the 30’s. 194 Given Scott’s enmity with the
“greens” and the potency of common-sense environmentalism in Florida, which features a
gigantic coastline and the world-famous Everglades, “greens” suspected that Scott would be an
easy target. Yet in the end, Scott won by a narrow 1.1% margin,195 much like he did in 2010.196
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While it is difficult to know for sure, several things seemed to flip this race around for
Scott: one, Democrats nominated former Republican Governor Charlie Crist, two, numerous ads
attacking Scott from the “greens” were attacked by independent fact-checkers as being
inaccurate, and three, Scott ran on a common-sense environmental message that largely quelled
legitimate environmental concerns of average voters, while staying away from the “greens” antienergy agenda. Thus, Scott held his own on environmental issues despite the Sierra Club’s open
endorsement of Charlie Crist.
The Democrats nominating former Republican Charlie Crist is not, of course, directly
related to the “greens” message, but is necessary to understand the race and how their ads were
likely perceived. While doing respectably in federal races, where Florida is a preverbal swingstate, Democrats have done poorly in state offices in Florida. Thus there was no obvious
challenger to Scott. So the Democrats, and their allies in the “green” movement had to find
someone else to run. They turned to Charlie Crist, a former Republican Governor who, when it
became apparent he was going to lose a primary for Senate, ran as an independent, and still lost
to now-Senator Marco Rubio.197 Later, he declared himself a Democrat and claimed he’d left the
Republican Party because it was too conservative, this from a man who use to call himself
“Chain Gang Charlie” to highlight his “tough on crime” stance198 and referred to himself as a
“true blue Reagan conservative.”199 This series of reversals on fundamental aspects of who he
was as a politician made Crist very suspect, as it did any claim he or his allies made. It
dominated the campaign against him. As one voter put it, “Once Crist changed his party because
he knew he could not beat Rubio, well, Crist will never get my vote again.”200 So while Crist was
a high-profile, well known candidate, with some amount of goodwill from Florida voters, he had
serious baggage for his opponents to attack him with as well.
More problematic for the “greens” specifically is that their ads attacking Scott were full
of the same kinds of obfuscations, double-talk, and inconsistent attacks that already plagued
Crist. Independent “fact checkers” noticed, and noticed repeatedly. For example, one major ad
by NextGen Climate accused Rick Scott of essentially being bought off for $200,000 worth of
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campaign contributions by wealthy donors who polluted drinking water for 7 million Floridians,
and then covering it up by pleading the Fifth Amendment against self-incrimination to get away
with it.201
This certainly sounds damning, until you dig into the weeds. In reality, as independent
“fact checkers” Polifact Florida noticed, this ad was a conglomeration of other attacks that had
been leveled by various groups at Scott, weaved together in a way that made them wildly
misleading. For example, the NextGen ad claimed that Scott pled the Fifth Amendment against
self-incrimination 75 times. This is technically accurate, as independent fact checkers had
previously indicated in relation to another somewhat misleading ad,202 however, in context, it
was totally misleading, as none of those times were related in any way to the water
contamination issue being discussed. Instead, it was in a civil lawsuit over a communications
contract with Scott’s old company, Columbia-HCA, 203 and was done so because the
aforementioned criminal fraud case against Columbia-HCA was still ongoing, even though Scott
had left the company and had never even been questioned in the case, let alone charged with any
wrongdoing.204 In fact, not only did he not plead the Fifth on the water question, he was not in
any way a party to the lawsuit concerning possible water contamination.205
Additionally, the Collier family, who donated the $200,000 to Scott’s Let’s Get to Work
Committee, was also not party to the lawsuit. The Collier family leased the mineral rights to
Dan A. Hughes, who was working to extract oil from the land, and it was Hughes who was
subject to a lawsuit. 206 Both the Collier family and Scott were unrelated to the lawsuit. 207
Moreover, to top it all off, there had also been no proven instance of water contamination, only
allegations of such that lead to the lawsuit.208
These kinds of ads defined the ad hominem strategy the “greens” used against Scott.
Indeed, they ran multiple ads related to these same facts with similarly misleading
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information.209 They also accused him of “is letting Duke (Energy) keep collecting billions" after
the utility company took in billions for two failed nuclear projects, but failed to note that the only
real say in it he had was appointing commissioners who would decide the issue, and all of the
commissioners he re-appointed were previously Crist appointees. 210 Time after time, the
“greens” ads were called into serious question by Florida fact checkers. This probably was even
more damaging seeming as how the “greens” candidate, Crist, was already facing a trust deficit
from his multiple self-serving party switches.
Third, Scott blunted the attacks of the “greens” by running aggressively on his own
environmental record and proposals. While he ran on cutting Florida’s budget, he recognized the
need to protect those areas that are truly unique and endangered, such as land conservation,
protecting water resources and helping the Everglades. 211 Even people who wanted firmer
commitments complemented Scott on these efforts, “We agree with Governor Scott that we need
to invest in protecting Florida's water quality, the Everglades, and our treasured natural areas,”
said Will Abberger, who was campaign manager for an initiative that would have enshrined
proposals similar to Scott’s into the Florida Constitution,212 an amendment which passed.213
Whether Scott embraced these environmental initiatives out of genuine conviction, or, as
his opponents claim, out of an election-year gamble to blunt criticism,214 is almost beside the
point. The point is that voters respond to common-sense environmentalism, like protecting the
Everglades and common-sense land conservation, and did not buy in to the misleading “green”
attacks nor the reflexively anti-energy policies and apocalyptic claims of the “greens”. In the
end, the “greens” wildly misleading attack ads didn’t work, even against a candidate
vulnerabilities as obvious as Scott’s. While there are certainly other factors at work, particularly
given the size of the “greens” investment in this race, the results are instructive.
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Maine - Governor
The Maine Governor’s race was another race that looked like an easy win for the “green”
movement. Prior to 2010, Maine had been governed by a liberal independent Angus King, a
former Democratic Senatorial staffer who previously ran an energy conservation enterprise215
and between his time as Governor and later Senator (caucusing with the Democrats) lead a
“green” energy company. 216 After that, Democrat John Baldacci, who was usually in firm
agreement with the Maine League of Conservation Voters, served for 8 years. 217 Incumbent
Republican Governor Paul LePage’s victory in 2010 was exceedingly narrow, less than 2%, and
was largely seen as a fluke, the result of LePage’s opposition being split between liberal
Independent Elliot Cutler and Democrat Libby Mitchell.218 Any potential victory for LePage
was seen as requiring the same unique kind of split.
The “greens” opposition to LePage was almost exclusively due to his questioning of their
apocalyptic claims with regard to climate change, something the League of Conservation Voters
made explicit in their press release naming him to their “dirty dozen” list.219 Other “green”
allies, such as the far-left publication The Nation, dubbed him the “Worst Governor of all.”220
His brash style undoubtedly inflamed their opposition even more.
Indeed, particularly given the relative population of the state, Maine is roughly 1/15th the
population of Florida, for example, the “greens” invested very heavily in ousting LePage.
Reports say that a partnership between the Maine League of Conservation Voters and NextGen
Climate spent $1.8 million to defeat LePage.221 Furthermore, the Maine LCV also partnered
with Maine Forward, a PAC dedicated to elected Democratic Congressman Mike Michaud,
LePage’s main opponent, to spend an additional $2 million.222 This is particularly notable since
Maine Forward worked with labor unions, which were at odds with the greens when it came to
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Maine’s 2nd Congressional race.223 For a sparsely populated, relatively inexpensive state like
Maine, this is a staggering sum of money.
While the “greens” main issue in getting involved in Maine was climate change, as was
publicly stated,224 their ads focused on attacking LePage for his record on clean water, accusing
him of “gutting” clean water programs,225 and for supposedly cutting funding for education and
medicine for seniors.226 In other words, everything but climate change. LePage defended his
environmental record, pointing to major penalties levied against Chevron for a major oil spill.227
In the end, LePage stunned just about everyone, including his supporters, by not only
winning, but winning easily, 48% to 43%.228 This is not only 10% better than his victory in
2010, but 7% above the average of polls taken in the run up to the election.229 Furthermore, this
commanding performance would likely have led to victory even if a third party were not in the
race, if pre-election polls are to be believed. Public Policy Polling showed that Cutler supporters
would break 55% for Michaud and 35% for LePage.230 Breaking down Cutler’s 8.4% of the vote
in this way would give LePage an outright majority with just over 51% of the vote.
The “greens” massage simply didn’t seem to resonate with voters. Any way you cut it,
LePage won a commanding victory in spite of the “greens” massive investment, a weak
incumbent, and a relatively popular challenger. There aren’t really any excuses to be had here, it
was a clear-cut loss with no other reasonable explanation.
Pennsylvania - Governor
This race is worth discussing only briefly because it is the only race for Governor that the
“greens” won that they invested any money in, but where they had little if any impact. In truth,
while incumbent Republican Governor Tom Corbett won a commanding victory in 2010, his
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tenure as Governor started out and ended full of controversy, ranging from his handling of the
Penn State scandal to education funding. 231 Once the Democrats nominated Tom Wolf, a
relatively unthreatening businessman,232 the race was all but over.
Indeed, while Corbett lost by nearly 10%, this was actually a significant improvement
from where he was at one point when he trailed by as much as 24%.233 The “greens” did spend
about $1 million during the summer, but then stopped when it became obvious Wolf would
prevail regardless of what they did.234 In a state as large and as expensive as Pennsylvania, $1
million does not go all that far. The “greens” may have favored Wolf’s environmental policies
to Corbett’s, but neither their money nor the issue of the environment played a significant role in
the campaign. To the degree it accomplished anything, it just piled on to Corbett’s problems that
already were going to sink him.
Northwest State Senate Races
The Pacific Northwest states of Oregon and Washington had something in common: both
states had Democratic Governors who were very friendly to the “greens”, John Kitzhaber and
Jay Inslee, respectively. Also, both wanted to pass climate change regulations locally, and both
were blocked by their respective State Senate chambers by just one vote.235 Finally, in both
cases, NextGen Climate intervened and spent millions, specifically to try to ensure that both
Kitzhaber and Inslee were able to pass the desired climate change legislation.236 They were,
however, different in the outcomes.
In Oregon, the situation was fairly straightforward. Governor Kizhaber needed a one
more vote in the state Senate and, while it was controlled by his party, there was one Democratic
holdout, Democratic state Senator Betsy Johnson, which stalled his climate change legislation by
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voting with the Republicans.237 The “greens” goal was thus simply to pick up one seat in the
state Senate to make Johnson’s vote unnecessary. They targeted Republican state Senator Betsy
Close for defeat, and succeeded, she lost in a landslide to Democratic state Representative Sara
Gelser.238
In the case of Washington State, however, things were a bit more complicated. When
“green” ally Governor Inslee was first elected in 2012, his party appeared to control the state
Senate. Feeling the state was drifting too far to the left, however, two moderate Democratic
State Senators formed a coalition caucus with Republicans, throwing control of the chamber to
the “Majority Coalition Caucus” made up of all of the Republicans and two moderate
Democrats. Opponents called the move a “coup,”239 but three other Democrats who were not
directly part of the coalition accepted assignments as Committee Chairs.240 Democratic Senator
Rodney Tom, originally a moderate Republican-turned-Democrat, 241 became the state Senate
Majority Leader.242 This coalition threatened to doom Inslee’s climate agenda.243
The “greens”, and specifically NextGen Climate’s Tom Steyer, got involved quickly in a
special election in 2013. First, Steyer spent $525,000, by way of the Washington League of
Conservation Voters and She’s Changed PAC, on a special election to replace then state Senator
Derek Kilmer, who was elected to Congress in 2012.244 Steyer intended to spend more money on
the race, as much as $3 million, in the final weeks of the race, but was caught in an apparent
violation of campaign finance laws, 245 which caused him to back off. 246 Democrat Nathan
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Schlicher was appointed to the seat till the special election was held, but Republican State
Representative Jan Angle won by 4%,247 cementing Republican control of the state Senate.
However, next year, particularly after State Senate Majority Leader Rodney Tom
announced his retirement,248 the “greens” decided to redouble their efforts to retake the state
Senate: Steyer and his allies decided to spend $1 million into the effort.249 The two races that
were most heavily targeted was moderate Democrat Tim Sheldon,250 part of the Majority Caucus
Coalition, who faced liberal Democrat Irene Bowling, 251 and the seat of retiring Democratic
State Senator Tracey Eide, where Republican Mark Miloscia, a former Democratic State
Representative who switched parties, faced Democrat Shari Song.252
While a “green” ally won the seat of retiring Senate Majority Leader Rodney Tom,253 in
spite of the massive “green” spending binge, both Tom and Miloscia won by about 9%254 and
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over 11%,255 respectively. As Miloscia ran under the Republican banner, this gave Republicans
unqualified control of the state Senate.256
It is difficult to know what kinds of attacks the “greens” money paid for, as it was
funneled through various committees that aren’t subject to as clear disclosure laws as they are in
federal races. However, what is clear is that Miloscia, a strong Catholic, was subject to some of
the most base, bigoted anti-Catholic attacks in years, so much so that it shocked even the reliably
left-wing newspaper the Seattle Post Intelligencer, who said it “ranks as the nastiest single attack
of Washington’s 2014 campaign.”257 There is no proof Steyer or any of his affiliated groups were
responsible for the ad, but the opaque nature of the money that was poured into various
committees, NextGen Climate’s money was funneled through at least 4 separate PAC’s as well
as other individuals,258 make it impossible to know for sure.
Whatever the case may be, in a state as historically “green” friendly as Washington State,
the “greens” money failed to flip the state Senate, and in fact solidified control of the State
Senate in the hands of those who oppose them. In Oregon, which did not have the same dynamic
of control of the State Senate, nor as strong of candidates as the Republicans in Washington State
did, their strategy did work. This would suggest that, whatever the case, the “greens” money and
candidates may have mattered, but their message about climate change, to the degree it was even
an issue in the campaign, failed to strongly register.

Conclusion
In poll after poll, asking what domestic policy issues sway voters, environmental issues
always come in at the bottom of the list. During the 2014 election cycle, when asked which 10
problems the government should be working on, the environment was included less than 15% of
the time.259 In other words, more than 85% of voters did not consider the environment even on
the list of their top tend issues. In February, 2015, the Gallup organization asked the open-ended
question “What do you think is the most important problem facing this country today?” The
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environment (or pollution) was identified as the most important problem by only 1 percent of the
respondents and climate change did not appear on the list at all.260
These are not new findings. Environmental activists recognize they have no issue that
uniformly or significantly sway a voting block sufficient to affect the outcome of an election.
The 2014 elections document this problem. Yet, these mainstream organizations continue to
pour time, money and personnel resources into political elections. E&E Legal will further
investigate the nature of this political activity for one simple reason. Every dollar misspent on a
political campaign, every hour of a dedicated environmentalist’s time, is a dollar and an hour not
spent on the core purposes of environmental organizations. The League of Conservative Voters,
the Natural Resources Defense Fund, the Sierra Club, and the many other organizations that
serve only to promote political power, have forsaken traditional concerns about clean water,
clean air and wise use of natural resources. Their leadership has chosen to play on a different
plane. In many cases, the organizations have simply become conduits for political money. John
Muir would not approve, and those of us deeply committed to sensible management of our land,
air and water are saddened by the loss of these volunteers and resources that had for so long been
an important part of our conservation culture.
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